
Grand Asia 

2016 
18 March – 10 April 

 

Cruise 

Singapore to Beijing 

March 22 – April 8 

Sapphire Princess 

2 Nights 

2 Nights 



Singapore 

The river is lined with restaurants on both sides 





Beautiful city, clean, flowers and trees everywhere, 

even on balconies and rooftops of buildings  



Marina Bay Sands Hotel 

There’s this huge hotel with 

three buildings like “legs” the 

top looks like a ship – that’s 

an infinity swimming pool 



The original hotel Raffles is still there and mixing 

Singapore Slings in the Long Bar that has mechanical 

ceiling fans  







Bicycle repairs take place on the sidewalks in Chinatown 





Bangkok The Royal Family is very much 

honored and their photographs 

can be seen in various public 

displays around the city 



Golden Stupa Mountain Temple 

It was very hot and very humid.  We visited three temples. Very 

decorative buildings, lots of ceramic work and carvings  









Wat Pho 



Wat Pho, the largest temple. features 

a building filled with a reclining 

Buddha that’s 151 ft. long  









Wat Suthat 









We rode on Tuk Tuks which speed along swerving between traffic  





Post Office 

Ho Chi Minh City 

The Post Office is one 

of the well-known 

buildings, supposedly 

built by Alexander 

Eiffel, but websites 

don’t confirm that  





Saigon 

Notre-Dame Basilica 



It was Easter Sunday and the Catholic 

Church was packed when we peeked in 

at the end of a service  







A traditional Water Puppet show in a beautiful museum  









US Consulate 



City Hall 



Municipal Theatre 



The Rex Hotel during the Vietnam War was used by the military 

to house bachelor officers and it was here that the press briefings 

were held each day  





We had lunch in the very impressive Grand Hotel 





Water tour around Hong Kong Harbor 

Hong Kong 



Hong Kong Day 1 







Victoria Peak 

















We did a harbor tour in a red ‘dragon’ boat; rode in a 

Sampan to see Aberdeen where once all the boat 

people lived, although this is much decreased in 

recent years 







We ate lunch in an enormous floating restaurant, 

Jumbo, that used boats to ferry people out from shore 



Stanley Market is one of the famous 

general markets for ‘fake’ designer goods 











Hong Kong Day 2 











Incredible skyscrapers, every expensive designer store you can 

imagine and so busy the only way to get around as a pedestrian 

is to take the overhead walkways 



We took the famous Star Ferry between Hong Kong and Kowloon 







Shanghai 

The only rain we had on the trip was here 



We rode the Maglev train at 431 km (270 miles) 

per hour between down Shanghai and the airport 



88 Story - 1,380 ft 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jin_Mao_Tower#/media/File:Jin_Mao_Tower.jpg 

Empire State is 1,454 ft 



The tower was in the clouds at the top and all we 

could see was down through the inside 







Oriental Pearl 

Tower 



Threat of Nuclear Weapons 

Eternal Peace 

Nagasaki 

Peace Park 







The Atom Bomb Museum with a 

broken clock that stopped at 

the exact time the bomb fell 

and held many other sad 

reminders 











irradiating from it 

Ground Zero where there is a simple black obelisk 

surrounded by circular concrete and grass circles  





Busan 



We visited a beautiful small Temple with many decorative highly painted 

buildings to take part in a Tea Ceremony.  Again there were Cherry blossoms 

everywhere.  It was very peaceful 











Tea Ceremony 









Beijing 







Hotel 

Tian Anmen Square 

Temple of Heaven 

Beijing Day 2 



Temple of Heaven 



We visited the Temple of Heaven, an enormous park-like complex with 

multiple temples and buildings.  The largest was where the people came 

to pray for a good harvest 















Mao’s Tomb 

Monument to the 

People’s Hero's 
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Tian Anmen Square 













Singapore 

China 

Vietnam 

Hong Kong China 


